STUDY
TOUR
NOVEMBER 21|25
2017

FOREST FIRES
LANDSCAPE
RESTORATION

REPÚBLICA DE CHILE

AGENDA

Forest Fires Landscape Restoration
In a moment the world is unified in the restoration largest effort ever
through the Bonn Challenge, this past summer a historically
unprecedented forest fire scathed over 600,000 hectares of land in Chile.
The Chilean NGP Participants Mininco and Arauco now facing the
challenge of recovery, restoration and mitigation of future fires, called
with WWF Chile, for a NGP study tour to see how they can learn from
others and provide some new answers to these pressing landscape
problems.

NGP will provide
you moments
where to build your
empathy and trust,
to feel free to
express your
views, and to be
prepared to listen
to and learn from
those of others
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Chile, 21|25 November, 2017
This study tour, co-hosted by Mininco, Arauco and WWF
Chile, will be looking into how to incorporate the lessons
learned and face the challenge of recovery, restoration and
mitigation of future fires.

Monday
20th of
November

Arrive in Santiago

Tuesday
21st of
November

Santiago
Opening meeting and ‘Forest Fires
Landscape Restoration’ public event

NGP Study Tour

Wednesday Santiago/Constitución
Travel to Constitución
22nd of
November Field-visits to Santa Elena, Santa Olga and
Fundo Pantanillo
Thursday
23rd of
November

Linares
Field-visits to nursery Quivolgo, and
restoration in HCV Ruiles, El Desprecio
and HCV Name

Friday 24th Chillan
Field-visits to restoration in Cerro
of
November Cayumanque and Vineyards aﬀected by
forest fires
Saturday
25th of
November

Chillan/Santiago
Final workshop, closing session, and
return to Santiago

Registration open 01 August, close 21 October, and will be
accepted by order of reception.
Hotel bookings and further logistic details will be provided against
registration.

NGP brings together
people from different
backgrounds, with
different interests, to share
their knowledge,
experience and views, to
listen, and to reflect on
and question their own
attitudes and actions.

Further information contact Trevor Walter (trevor.walter@wwf.cl)
http://newgenerationplantations.org/en/events/14
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